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Abstract 
Non-local correlations stronger than quantum correlations between two non-
signaling systems cannot exist. The reason is that any physically realizable PR-
box that would give rise to such correlations requires to be described in a non-
commutative, quantum-like language -which leads to the derivation of the 
Tsirelson bound. A paradigmatic toy-model of such super-quantum correlations 
is then considered and it is shown that it suffers from logical inconsistency. 
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Introduction 
    Some physicists have suggested that non-local correlations stronger than 
quantum correlations between two sub-systems that cannot exchange any signal 
are “theoretically possible” [1]. However, as noted by these same authors, such 
non-signaling correlations that violate the Tsirelson bound have not yet been 
observed. Moreover, some indirect arguments have been formulated against the 
existence of these correlations, by mentioning the “multiplication of 
information” they would give rise to [2] or their rather implausible 
consequences regarding the cost of distributed computation [3]. However, it 
seems that the absence of experimental data and the latter arguments are not 
enough to fully convince these physicists of the inexistence of such non-
signaling, ‘super-quantum’ correlations and the latter continue to explore very 
seriously their extraordinary consequences, like for example the possibility of 
non-local computation [1].  
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    Super-quantum correlations have been modeled in terms of ‘boxes’. A ‘box’, 
which is the central device of the Bell’s game played by two parties [9], can be 
described by an arithmetic relation between couples of “inputs”, which can be 
regarded as the indexes of the two directions (right or left) each of the two 
parties (Alice and Bob) push her/his joystick, and “outputs”, which are the 
possible responses of the box for these actions. Super-quantum correlations 
between Alice’s and Bob’s outputs are compactly described by PR-boxes 
(labeled from the initials of Popescu and Rohrlich), which are defined by the 
following relation between its two possible inputs (x,y), whose values can be 0 
or 1, and its two possible outputs (a,b), whose values are 0 or 1 [4]: 
a  b = x.y, where “” is the addition modulo 2.  
    In addition, as explained by Popescu [1], the non-signaling property can be 
implemented by asserting that the PR-boxes should yield couples of outputs 
with equal probabilities for each of the possible values of the product x.y (since, 
in this case, one of the parties cannot exploit his/her local information to find out 
the input of the other party). Explicitly, for x.y = 1, both inputs being equal to 1, 
the two possible outputs (a = 0 and b =1) and (a =1 and b = 0) must have a 
probability of occurrence of ½; and when x.y = 0, which means that the two 
inputs are different, the two possible outcomes (a = 0 and b = 0) and (a =1 and 
b=1) must also have a probability of occurrence of ½. Non-signaling PR-boxes 
can then be compactly described by the following relation [5]:   
(C0)               P (a, b / x, y) = ½     if a  b = x.y is realized 
                                            = 0      otherwise. 
     Toy-models that are supposed to satisfy such condition, and which would 
then show that bipartite super-quantum correlations can really be observed 
between two non-signaling systems, have even been proposed in recent 
publications [6-7].  
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    The present article will directly question the consistency of the very idea of 
‘super-quantum’, non-signaling correlations. A first version of this argument, 
previously submitted for publication, has been strongly criticized by referees 
reluctant to its use of the mathematical formalism of operators and Hilbert 
spaces. The reason given by these physicists is that it is not legitimate to show 
that such super-quantum correlations cannot exist by appealing to the quantum-
like formalism since their possible existence presupposes that this formalism 
would not be applicable for describing the situation under consideration. 
However, it seems that the latter presupposition has not received any genuine 
justification in the literature and there is no reason to assume a priori that a 
physical situation (such as the Bell’s game under consideration) could not be 
described within this powerful mathematical framework. Actually, as will be 
shown hereafter, an accurate description of this game (PR-box) requires to be 
done in a non-commutative language of operators.  
      After reminding the two conditions that should be satisfied by such non-
signaling super-quantum correlations (section I), the necessity to describe this 
game in a non-commutative, quantum-like language of operators will be 
justified in section II. This constraint mainly relies on the fact that an accurate 
description of PR-boxes should clearly distinguish between two properties of the 
actions that can be performed by the players: on the one hand, the compatibility 
of Alice’s and Bob’s actions that can be realized conjointly, and on the other 
hand the incompatibility of Alice’s alternative actions and of Bob’s alternative 
actions. The necessity of describing this game within a quantum-like framework 
leads to the limitation of the degree of correlation by the Tsirelson bound, which 
shows that non-signaling, super-quantum correlations cannot exist. Then, in 
order to clear up a persistent illusion in the community of physicists, the 
paradigmatic toy-model of such super-quantum correlations proposed by 
Popescu and Rohrlich, which is often mentioned as an indubitable proof of their 
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existence, will be briefly presented and it will be shown that it cannot do the job 
since it is based on an inconsistent correlation function (section IV). 
 
I. Characteristic properties of super-quantum correlations.  
      Super-quantum, non-signaling correlations correlations satisfy the two 
following properties:  
    (C1) The assertion that these correlations are “more non-local than quantum 
correlations” is expressed by the condition that the CHSH correlation factor 
between Alice’s outcomes Ax = a (with a = 0 or 1) of her two possible actions, 
indexed by x = 0 and x = 1, and Bob’s outcomes By = b (with b = 0 or 1) of his 
two possible actions y = 0 or 1, which is defined as:  
R =  < C(A0 , B0) + C(A0 , B1)  + C(A1 , B0) – C(A1 , B1) >  
is strictly greater (in absolute value) than the Tsirelson bound:      
R  > 22. 
     In the definition of R, C(Ax , By) denotes, for all x and y, the degree of 
correlation between the outcomes Ax = a and By = b for the joint action (x,y).   
(C2) The assertion that Alice and Bob cannot exchange signals is, in the 
language of “boxes”, expressed by the conditions that the probability that Alice 
obtains a particular outcome “a” is independent of the choice of Bob action, 
when he decides to push his joystick to the right or to the left -that is, this 
probability is independent of the value of y-, and vice versa [1]: 
    For all possible actions x, x’, y, y’ and for all possible outcomes a,b,  
b P(a, b / x, y) = b P(a, b / x, y’) 
a P(a, b / x, y) = a P(a, b / x’, y). 
    Denoting the sum on the possible outcomes “b” by P(a/x, y), the first equality 
can be more conveniently reformulated as: 
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(1)                                             P (a / x, y) = P (a / x) 
     Similarly, denoting the sum on the possible outputs “a” by P (b / x, y), the 
second equality can be more conveniently reformulated as:  
(2)                                             P (b / x, y) = P (b / y) 
     Let us notice that the non-signaling condition (C2) and the definition (C0) of 
PR-boxes imply together that the probabilities of obtaining any outcome for 
Alice or for Bob given any possible action are all equal to ½: 
(3)                             P(a/x) = P(b/y) = ½., for all a, b, x and y. 
      For example, P(a/x), which is equal to P (a / x, y) for any y by the non-
signaling condition (C2), equation (2), can be written as: 
P(a/x) = b P(a, b / x, y), for any y, 
which is, for any x, equal to ½ according to the definition (C0) of PR-boxes.   
 
II. Which language for describing the PR-boxes?  
    It is of essential importance to emphasize that for the physicists who have 
suggested the possible existence of such super-quantum correlations, the 
condition (C1) is a priori interpreted classically: the quantities Ax and By that are 
involved in R are conceived of as random variables whose values are, 
respectively, the four possible outcomes for the two possible actions of Alice 
and Bob. It is then supposed that the quantities Ax are mere functions, 
parametrized by the index of Alice’s possible actions (x = 0 or 1), from the set 
of the responses of the box to the action x, for example {“a light switches on”, 
“a light does not switch on”}, to the set {0;1} -and similarly for Bob. For 
example, if Alice chooses to perform the action indexed by 1 and obtains the 
output 0, the random variable A1 takes the value 0, that is, A1 = 0. Accordingly, 
the degree of correlation C(Ax , By) between Alice’s random variable Ax and 
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Bob’s random variable By is defined as the expectation value of the product of 
these two functions: 
C(Ax , By) =df  <Ax By >  a,b P(a, b / x, y) a b.  
    Like for classical mechanics, the set of functions Ax and By, for all x and y, 
can be endowed with the basic operations (sum, product and multiplication by a 
real number) and elementary properties (like distributivity, commutativity and 
existence of a norm), which leads to the structure of a commutative C* algebra 
of functions. However, this presupposition of classicity is doubtful for several 
reasons, which are quite similar to those that have led to the introduction and the 
development of the non-commutative quantum formalism. This game, which, 
like for quantum phenomena, involves stochastic processes (since the outcome 
of any action is not uniquely determined but can only be predicted with a certain 
probability), can be more accurately characterized as follows:       
1) Incompatible descriptions: Like quantum phenomena that involve 
incompatible observables, the game under consideration involves 
incompatible actions that give rise to incompatible descriptions. Let us 
call the descriptive sentence “Alice has pushed the joystick at right at time 
t and has obtained the outcome a” by (a/0)t and the descriptive sentence 
“Alice has pushed the joystick at left at time t and has obtained the 
outcome a’ ” by (a’/1)t. By the fact that Alice’s possible actions (indexed 
by x = 0 and x = 1) cannot be physically realized simultaneously, the 
conjunction of these two sentences (a/0)t and (a’/1)t has no experimental 
meaning -which is expressed by the fact that, whatever are a and a’, the 
probability P[(a/0)t and (a/1)t] cannot be computed. And similarly for the 
experimental descriptions (b/0)t and (b/1)t of Bob’s alternative actions. By 
contrast, the game under consideration assumes that the couple of 
variables Ax and By (for all x and y) can always be evaluated conjointly, 
that is, at the same time -the four possible combinations of joint actions 
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(x, y) being equiprobable (i. e., they occur with probability ¼). This 
difference between the incompatibility of each of the player’s alternative 
actions and the compatibility of all the actions of one player with all the 
actions of the other should be expressed in an accurate description of this 
game.  
2) Underlying partial Boolean algebra: Due the previously mentioned 
incompatibility of the two alternative actions of each of the players, the 
structure of the experimental propositions that describe the game under 
consideration, endowed with the operations of conjunction, disjunction 
and negation, is not isomorphic to a Boolean algebra, but, as is the case 
for the set of sentences that describe a quantum experiment, to a partial 
Boolean algebra. Only the sub-algebra corresponding to sentences 
relative to compatible actions (like x and y at time t, or x = 0 at time t and 
x = 1 at time t’ > t, for example) is Boolean. This means that the game 
under consideration cannot be described in a commutative language of 
functions (which are here random variables).  
     The fact that the structure of the descriptive sentences of this game is 
not Boolean can also be seen by the failure of some basic properties of 
classical logic. For example, the distributivity of the conjunction with 
regard to the disjunction fails since the sentence: 
 = (a/0)t and [(0/1)t or (1/1)t], 
which would be equivalent to (a/0)t in classical logic (since the sentences 
(0/1)t and (1/1)t describe complementary events), is not equivalent to the 
disjunctive sentence  
’ = [(a/0)t and ((0/1)t] or [(a/0)t and (1/1)t] 
obtained by applying the law of distributivity to . For, as explained 
above, each of the sentences [(a/0)t and ((0/1)t] and [(a/0)t and (1/1)t] are 
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conjunctions of incompatible descriptions that do not refer to any physical 
situation, and their disjunction cannot then be equivalent to (a/0)t. In terms 
of probabilities, this can be shown by noting that P[] = P [(a/0)t] = ½ 
while P[’] cannot be computed.          
3) Erasure of the information relative to the previous outcomes: the 
probabilities P(a/x) and P(b/y), as well as the probabilities P(a,b/x,y) are 
given in all eternity, that is, independently of time and of any past (or 
future) action respectively performed by Alice, by Bob or conjointly by 
Alice and Bob. It can then be asserted that, as is the case for successive 
measurements of incompatible quantum observables, the information 
relative to the outcome of an action at time t is lost when another action is 
performed at time t’>t and has then no influence on its outcome. This 
erasure of information, which is due here to the independence of the 
successive trials, can be written as:   
P[(a/x)t / (a’/x’)t’] = P(a/x)t = ½  for all t.  
P[(b/y)t / (b’/y’)t’] = P(b/y)t = ½ for all t. 
P [ (a,b/x,y)t / (a’,b’/x’,y’)t’] = P (a,b /x,y)t = P (a,b /x,y) given by (C0). 
 
     As is the case for quantum phenomena, the previously mentioned 
characteristics of this game (stochasticity, incompatibility of descriptions, 
underlying partial Boolean structure, erasure of the previous information) 
require to be represented in a non-commutative language of operators (or by 
some other isomorphic structure). In other words, an accurate description of this 
game must then be done within a non-commutative C* algebra of operators 
rather than within a commutative C* algebra of functions. These operators can 
be defined as follows: saying in the language of boxes that “Alice chooses the 
input x (for x = 0 or 1) and obtains the output a (for a = 0 or 1)” can be 
translated in the language of operators by saying that “Alice is measuring the 
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observable Ax, which is represented by a linear hermitean operator whose 
eigenvalues are 0 and 1”, where the observables Ax are supposed to act on a 
two-dimensional Hilbert space HA spanned by their two eigenvectors  >Ax and 
 >Ax. Similarly, saying in the language of boxes that “Bob chooses the input y 
(with y = 0 or 1) and obtains the output b (with b = 0 or 1)” can be translated 
into “Bob measures the observable By whose eigenvalues are 0 and 1”, where By 
is supposed to act on a two-dimensional Hilbert space HB spanned by the two 
eigenvectors >By and >By.  
      As a consequence, the degree of correlation C(Ax,By) cannot be defined 
classically, as the expectation value of the product of real functions (random 
variables), but it must be defined like in quantum theory, by the expectation 
value of the product of the corresponding operators Ax and By defined above:  
C(Ax,By) =df  <Ax By >, 
and R must then be defined as: 
(4)                                  R =  <A0 B0 + A0 B1 + A1 B0 – A1 B1>. 
     The condition (C1) must now be rewritten as: 
(C1’)                            <A0 B0 + A0 B1 + A1 B0 – A1 B1> > 22.     
 
III. Super-quantum, non-signaling correlations cannot exist.   
    The incompatibility of the two conditions (C1’) and (C2) that characterize 
together non-signaling ‘super-quantum’ correlations can now be established.  
    The first step of the argument is to show that the description of this game 
implies the commutation of all Alice’s box-observables (which are A0 and A1) 
with all Bob’s box-observables (which are B0 and B1), that is:  
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[A0 , B0] = [A0 , B1] = [A1 , B0] = [A1 , B1] = 0. 
     From the condition (C2), by multiplying the first member of equality (1) by 
the second member of equality (2), we can write that: 
(4)                      P (a / x, y) . P (b / y) = P (b / x, y) . P (a / x). 
     Using the definition of conditional probabilities, P (a / x, y) and P (b / x, y) 
can be rewritten as:  
P(a / x, y) = P(a, b/ x, y) / P(b/ a, x, y) 
P(b/ x, y) = P(a, b/ x, y) / P(a/ b, x, y). 
     Reporting these expressions in equality (4), we obtain, after simplification:   
P(a/ b, x, y). P (b / y) = P(b/ a, x, y). P (a / x),  
which can be rewritten, more explicitly, as 
P (Ax = a / By = b) . P (By = b) = P (By = b / Ax = a) . P (Ax = a). 
     The left member of this equation evaluates Alice’s probability of obtaining 
the outcome “a” for Ax once Bob has obtained the outcome “b” by measuring 
By. It can then be interpreted as the sequential probability to measure By = b and 
then Ax = a. Similarly, the right member of this equation evaluates the sequential 
probability to measure Ax = a and then By = b. Consequently, the non-signaling 
condition (C2) leads to the following property:  
P (By = b and then Ax = a) = P (Ax = a and then By = b). 
    Since this condition holds for all possible outputs a and b and for all possible 
inputs x and y, it can be concluded that the non-signaling condition (C2) implies 
that all Alice’s observables commute with all Bob’s observables:   
(5)                        [A0 , B0] = [A0 , B1] = [A1 , B0] = [A1 , B1] = 0. 
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     The second step of the argument is to show that the condition (5) of 
commutativity of all Alice’s observables with all Bob’s observables is sufficient 
for establishing that the corresponding CHSH factor R defined above (by 
equation (4)) is smaller than the Tsirelson bound. This derivation is nothing but 
an adaptation to the present case of a well-known theorem shown by Landau [8] 
for binary observables with possible values -1 or +1. This theorem shows that 
the condition (5) entails that the CHSH correlation factor R is less than the 
Tsirelson bound. Actually, it is easy to see that this conclusion also holds with 
the weaker assumption that the spectrum of all the observables is bounded by 1 
(that is, the possible values “a” and “b” of Ax and By are such that a≤ 1 and 
b≤1, for all x and y)1 and, in particular, in the present case where the values of 
the observables can be 0 or 1:   
R ≤ 22. 
     Consequently, the requirement of ‘super’ non-locality (violation of the T- 
bound) is incompatible with the non-signaling condition (C2), which gives rise 
to the inequality (6). Super-quantum, non-signaling correlations cannot then 
exist. This result has been established “directly”, by analyzing the properties of 
the Bell’s game under consideration in an appropriate non-commutative 
language of operators. It is in full agreement with the result of Pawlowski et al. 
[2] that shows that if such hypothetical super-quantum correlations would exist, 
a sort of “multiplication of the information” sent by one of the players to the 
other one would be possible (violation of the principle of Information 
Causality). It is also in full agreement with the result of van Dam [3] that shows 
that the existence of such super-quantum correlations implies that distributed 
computation could be performed with only one bit –which seems quite 
implausible.        
                                                   
1  For, in this case, the quantities c and d considered by Landau in his derivation are such that 
(with his notations): c2 ≤ 4 + [a1, b1] [b2, a2] and d2 ≤ 4 + [a1, b1] [a2, b2], the equalities being 
replaced by inequalities. Consequently, the result < c >2 ≤ < c2 > ≤ 8 still holds.    
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IV. What about the explicit models of non-signaling ‘PR-boxes’? 
    In contradiction with this result, some authors have yet proposed explicit 
models of ‘boxes’ that would satisfy the conditions (C1) and (C2) at once [6-7]. 
The solution of this paradoxical situation is that these toy-models are either 
impossible to realize for purely logical reasons or they actually allow the 
exchange of signals. Let us consider here the praradigmatic toy-model of such 
super-quantum correlations, which is often mentioned as an indubitable proof of 
their existence.    
     Rohlich and Popescu [6] have built an ad-hoc correlation function between 
two couples of spin observables (A, A’) and (B, B’), respectively defined on two 
non-signaling sub-systems S1 and S2, and whose directions a’, b, a, b’ are 
separated by successive angles of /4 in a same plane (see the diagram, where 
the direction of A’ has been conventionally fixed to 0): 
 
 
 
 
 
Representation in the same plane of the two couples of spin observables (A,A’) and (B,B’) 
    In this model the correlation function between two spin observables 
respectively defined on S1 and S2 only depends on the angle between these 
two observables. In particular, the expectation values of the product of two 
spin observables, which depend only of their angle, is defined as follows:  
                                         E(/4) = +1  and  E(3/4) = -1, 
A’ = S0 
B = S/ 4 
S/2 
S/4 
A = S/ 2 
B’ = S3/ 4 
S3/4 
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    Then, due to the directions of the spin observables reported in the previous 
diagram, the CHSH correlation factor can be computed as: 
(7)                                       R = 3 E(/4) - E(3/4) = 4. 
    This result would then show that non-local correlations with R > 22 can 
exist between no-signaling systems. However, if we consider a separable 
state of the composite system S, the expectation values of the products of 
observables involved in the different terms of the relevant CHSH correlation 
factor are, in this case, factorable: they can then be written as the product of 
the expectation values of the observables acting on S1 an S2, respectively.  
    Taking now into account the values of the correlation function for the 
different terms of R, we obtain the following equations:  
<AB> = <S/2  I > < I  S/4 > = +1 
  <AB’> = <S/2  I > < I  S/4 > = +1 
                             <A’B> = <S  I > < I  S/4 > = +1 
 <A’B’> = <S  I > < I  S/4 > = -1. 
      It is easy to see that the fourth equation, which implies that <S  I> and 
<IS/4> are of opposite signs, is incompatible with the first three ones, which 
imply the contrary. Consequently, this model is logically inconsistent.   
 
Conclusion  
     The dream of realizing non-signaling PR-boxes, which would give rise to 
extraordinary, if not ‘magical’ consequences, has resisted to credible arguments 
based on informational considerations that highlight their implausible 
consequences [2] [3]. More directly, this article has shown that such non-
signaling ‘super-quantum’ correlations cannot exist since any physically 
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realizable PR-box that would give rise to such correlations requires to be 
described in a non-commutative, quantum-like language -which leads to the 
derivation of the Tsirelson bound. We hope that this stronger result will 
definitely convince the community of physicists of the impossibility of non-
signaling ‘super-quantum’ correlations and then of the unreality of non-
signaling PR-boxes.  
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